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1. Original Submission
1.1. Recommendation
Minor Revision
2. Comments to Author:
* General: Very good paper, important topic, very relevant area, needed science. Recommend publishing with minor
changes.
* Suggested changes
o Line 128: change “slope” to hydraulic gradient
o Lines 157-159: Add statement deﬁning whether or not the UFA is conﬁned at this location. Degree of conﬁnement has
bearing on geochemical differentiation.
o Lines 309 and 310: “Shallow aquifer” and “deeper groundwater” are not speciﬁcally designated on the ﬁgure. Suggest
either revising text or the ﬁgure labels such that both are consistent.
o Lines 310 and 311: Would be helpful to identify the mechanism of 18O enrichment, presumably preferential selection
of 16O in ET?
o Line 391: “reduced head (pressure)” Presume you mean less groundwater discharge? If so, the text would be more clear
if you state it that way.
o Lines 502-505: Should still have been groundwater ﬂow from the Chickasawhatchee watershed beneath creek -
potentiometric surface likely fell below bottom of creek bed but intersected creek at conﬂuence.
o Line 528: Suggest adding statement something like: “Groundwater models intended to support intra-basin groundwater
management should be designed to reasonably simulate these irregularities.”
* Additional general comments
o I was eft wondering why you didn’t perform discharge measurements at least a few of the sampling points, which
would have really helped conﬁrm the locations of groundwater additions. I suggest adding a brief discussion to the intro
material stating why you chose not to get discharge data.
o Need Figure and table captions
o Figure captions should be sufﬁcient to describe the location and the main points in the ﬁgure
o Figure 1: helpful to show the continuation of the river into Florida.
o Figure 2: highlight the location of the discharge station from which data was derived for Fig 3.
o Figure 4: include discussion of components in ﬁgure caption
o Figure 7:
♣ Label your interpretation of the 5 groundwater inputs
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♣ I count 8 locations where 18O jumps up. What was  your basis for choosing the 5 but omitting the other 3?
♣ What is the sharp trough in LR1?
o Figure 9
♣ Why  just the ﬁve locations? The plot shows at least 5 other locations with bars at least as high as #4.
♣ The plot shows magnitude but the text discusses change. Would be better if the plot was  converted to identify change
ather than magnitude.
o Figure 10: include discussion of drop in LR1/LR2 nitrate in caption
o Figure 12: don’t understand your legend for SpCond. Please clarify.Todd Kincaid
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